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THE FINANCE-INEQUALITY LINKAGE: 

THE EFFECT OF FINANCIAL DEVELOMENT TO 

INCOME DISTRIBUTION IN THE PHILIPPINES 

 

 

 

Abstract 

Prior studies on Philippine income distribution have focused on wage inequality, age structure, education, 

urban-rural divide, access to electricity, inequality in agricultural land holdings, infrastructure, and 

macroeconomic policies. This paper contributes to existing literature by exploring the linkage between 

financial development and income inequality in the Philippines from 1961 to 2000. 

 

 

A unidirectional causality from financial development to inequality is identified using the Granger 

causality test. Empirical analysis demonstrates that financial development did not reduce, and may have 

even exacerbated, the high income disparity in the Philippines, contrary to the expectations of dominant 

empirical literature. Reviewing the Philippine history of financial development in the context of the 

banking industry, this paper theorizes that an inequality-enhancing financial development exists because 

of the oligopolistic nature of the banks. 
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1. Introduction 

According to extant research, hugely disproportionate income distribution imposed costs to society 

and the economy. For example, Stiglitz [2012: 39-45, 85, 92-101] identified a very wide income gap as a 

potential cause of deficiency in the aggregate demand (leading to greater unemployment), an increase in 

monopolies and oligopolies, and instability of economic output. Since the very rich were less inclined to 

financially support common societal needs, Stiglitz argued that a huge income disparity could also lead to 

a decline in public investments critical to long-term growth. On the other hand, theoretical and empirical 

literature demonstrated how reducing extreme income disparities could contribute to long-term economic 

growth [as suggested in Osberg 1995; Alesina and Rodrik 1994; Barro 2000; and Persson and Tabellini 

1994]. 

That there were significant economic costs associated with wide income disparity should be a concern 

among countries with a long history of inequality and poverty, such as the Philippines. Estudillo [1997: 

92] noted the “stable” persistence of inequality in the country from the 1960s to the 1990s, with Gini 

coefficients over the said years consistently close to 0.5. Balisacan and Fuwa [2003a: 5] affirmed this, 

highlighting that the same trend could be seen even with other inequality measures, such as Theil T and L. 

Moreover, they stated that the Philippines had been the one of the most unequal countries in Southeast 

Asia for nearly half a century, only being exceeded by Malaysia in the 1970s and 1980s and by Thailand 

in the mid-1980s. While official statistics in recent years indicated relatively lower Ginis, experts from 

the World Bank cautioned that the rich-poor divide could be worse since the “non-response” of rich 

respondents made the government household survey less accurate [Ordinario 2013]. 

With the country’s top ten billionaires getting a net worth equal to 15.4% of annual Gross Domestic 

Product while some 41.5% of the population live below $2 a day according to latest World Bank data 

[Ordinario 2013; World Bank], and with such disparity between the rich and the poor carrying adverse 

impacts on the economy and society, there was an impetus to gain a better understanding of what factors 

reinforce the severe income gap and what would lead to a better and more equitable income distribution. 
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It was this context that influenced the study being presented, which the researchers hoped to be a valuable 

contribution to inequality research. 

This paper explored the financial sector and its relationship to inequality. In particular, the authors 

wanted to empirically determine if financial development (interchangeably called “financial depth” and 

“financial deepening” in this paper) worsened or reduced income inequality in the Philippines from 1961 

to 2000. 

Looking at empirical literature, there were cross-country analyses on the finance-inequality nexus, but 

these had limitations. A possible problem that could be encountered for this kind of research was 

heterogeneity. Balisacan and Fuwa [2003b: 53-54] mentioned that a diversity of “historical experiences, 

cultural norms, and institutional contexts” among countries made a comparison of economies difficult. 

Furthermore, even if panel data were employed to address heterogeneity and a trend in the analysis could 

be clearly observed, it would be hard to discern the relevance of the findings with respect to a particular 

country—and it would even be harder to derive specific policy recommendations. As Stiglitz [2005: 242-

243] noted, assuming cross-country research indicated that trade liberalization generally benefitted 

countries, this did not automatically mean each country should completely and immediately open up their 

economies.  He added how “circumstances,” as well as the manner of implementation, were also 

important matters that were not usually reflected in cross-country analysis. In short, cross-country 

research conclusions were difficult to translate into country-specific policies. This necessitated research 

grounded on local context. 

Meanwhile, existing studies on income inequality in the Philippines concentrated on wage inequality, 

age structure, education, the urban-rural divide, access to electricity, inequality in agricultural land 

holdings, infrastructure, and macroeconomic variables (e.g., underemployment, real interest rate, 

inflation, etc.) as determinants of unequal income distribution [see Blejer and Guerrero 1990; Estudillo 

1997; Balisacan and Fuwa 2003a]. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, the closest research that linked 

the financial sector to household income inequality in the Philippines would be Gerson’s [2003: 23] 
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discussion of the country’s monetary policy. As such, the study at hand aimed to fill a gap in local 

economic literature. 

Moving forward, the incumbent section introduced the topic and provided its motivations, and the 

rest of the text would be organized as follows: Section 2 reviewed theoretical and empirical literature. 

Section 3 elaborated the empirical strategy. Section 4 explained the variables used and the sources of data. 

Section 5 contained the results and discussion of the empirical analysis. Section 6 concluded the study at 

hand.  

2. Review of related literature 

2.1. Theoretical literature 

Previous research reviewed for this study had arrived at conflicting predictions and conclusions 

regarding the multidimensional relationship between financial development and inequality.  Some 

indicated the negative relationship between the two while others observed a positive relationship.  The 

various studies asserted that financial development eased inequality, perpetuated it or both. 

One set of studies argued that financial development only benefitted the rich and hence, furthered 

inequality.  Rajan and Zingales [2003], in the first chapter of their book, Saving Capitalism from the 

Capitalists, explored a possible reason why a developed finance sector only benefitted the rich.  They 

explained that the poor may not have adequate collateral to offer in order to borrow from financial 

institutions; financial intermediaries were more inclined to transact only with higher-income households 

and established businesses which were more likely to repay the loan.  Even if the financial sector became 

more developed, the poor could never be able to join and reap the benefits.  Migration to urban areas 

could not be possible, investing in education and human capital would be limited, and start-up businesses 

could be short-lived due to capital constraints [Clarke, Xu, and Zou 2006].  Clarke, Xu and Zou termed 

the relationship as the “inequality-widening hypothesis” of financial development. 

 Greenwood and Jovanovic [1990] presented another theory and derived a stylized model with the 

hypothesis that financial development may only work at the intensive margin and benefitted only the ones 
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who were already accessing the financial services.  Financial sector developments that did not lower the 

fixed cost of availing these services did not broaden the access to these services.  Rather, they only 

improved the quality and range of services for those who were already using them.  This theory then 

suggested the positive relationship between this level of financial development and inequality. 

Kunt and Levine [2009], using savings behavior and intergenerational transmission of wealth, 

also emphasized the “inequality-widening hypothesis” of financial development.  They posited that the 

most obvious vehicle which had kept dynasties (i.e., families) relatively richer was savings.   The authors 

constructed a stylized model to analyze the different assumptions regarding financial market frictions and 

its transmission of human capital, wealth, and investment opportunities which consequently determined 

the persistence of inequality.  They derived a simple income equation to show that a particular dynasty i’s 

total income in generation t, y(i,t), was a function of wages and claims on physical capital: 

                                      (2.1.) 

where h(i,t) was the level of human capital in dynasty i in generation t, w(i,t) was the wage rate per unit of 

human capital, a(i,t) was wealth in dynasty i in generation t, and r(i,t) was the return on assets [Kunt and 

Levine 2009]. They theorized that savings was a positive function of parental wealth, a(i,t). Therefore, 

                            (2.2.) 

or     . Thus, as long as the rich remained rich and continued to bequeath more money than poor 

parents did, income inequality would persist as the relative savings and investments of the rich were 

substantially larger than the poor.  

 On the other side of the argument, however, models showed that financial development could 

actually decrease income inequality.  Becker and Tomes [1979] and Greenwood and Jovanovic [1990], 

for instance, theorized that developments in the financial sector could increase the availability of financial 

services making these services more accessible to poorer individuals who had not been employing these 

services due to impediments and constraints such as prices.  Therefore, as the financial sector deepened, 

the opportunities of the disadvantaged groups could expand and thereby, reduced the persistence of 

inequality but this was as long as the costs to accessing these services were made affordable [Becker and 
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Tomes 1979, 1986; Greenwood and Jovanovic 1990].  Clarke, Xu, and Zou [2006] argued that poor 

households or start-up businesses, who were initially limited and constrained by their own resources to 

invest in human and physical capital or pay the start-up costs associated with starting new business, 

would have the ability to borrow with a financially developed sector that included offers to an array of 

opportunities and lower costs.  On the other hand, the rich, who were less limited by capital constraints, 

had less to gain when capital was made more accessible to disadvantaged groups [Clarke, Xu and Zou 

2006]. 

The earlier mentioned income equation of Kunt and Levine [2009] also demonstrated that 

financial development could reduce inequality when “perfect credit markets” were available to fund 

activities which increased relative human capital, h(i,t), like the schooling of poor individuals, which 

otherwise would not be funded.  In the case of “imperfect credit markets,” however, those who suffered 

from wealth constraints were impeded to increase their human capital, like the poor who were not able to 

access education.  Thus, wealthier individuals would achieve greater human capital than poorer 

individuals, irrespective of abilities, in the absence of developed credit markets making the gap between 

the rich and the poor wider. 

Galor and Zeira [1993] also presented a similar argument in their two-sector model and theorized 

that individuals who made an indivisible investment in human capital could work in a skill-intensive 

sector.  Given capital market imperfections arising from an underdeveloped financial sector, individuals 

with bequests larger than the investment amount or who were able to borrow would be able to make this 

investment relative to the poorer households which further income inequality.   Similarly, Banerjee and 

Newman [1993] have developed a three-sector model showing that capital market imperfections could 

only benefit the rich for they alone were enabled to borrow enough to run indivisible higher-return 

technologies.  Therefore, with all else being equal, countries with larger capital market imperfections—

the countries whose financial services were not developed, wide and diverse enough to be accessible to 

all—perpetuate inequality even in the long run.  However, an inverse relationship should be observed 
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between financial development and income inequality when financial deepening led to greater credit 

market access and significant reductions in market imperfections [Clarke, Xu, and Zou 2006]. 

Offering another argument in support of the reduction of inequality through the deepening of the 

financial sector were theories that suggest that a developed financial sector could improve investment 

opportunities for low-income individuals such as the facilitation and improvement of risk diversification 

services.  The theories argued that the fixed costs associated with diversification services, such as 

membership fees, prevent low-income individuals from participating in the diversification.  Thus, the 

reduction in fixed cost of ameliorating risk and facilitating diversification could disproportionately help 

poor individuals by making the cost of access to these facilities cheaper, expanding the array of 

investment opportunities. 

 Greenwood and Jovanovic [1990] supplemented this stylized model and argued that the 

relationship between income inequality and financial deepening was, at the start, increasing due to fixed 

costs or membership fees and constrain the lower-income individuals.  However, if all households 

eventually join these services, there would be an eventual reversal in the upward trend.  The model, thus, 

predicts a hump or inverted U-shaped relationship between income inequality and financial development. 

It was, however, apparent in the literature that the adverse effects of an underdeveloped financial 

sector led to credit and capital market imperfections.  Other than an underdeveloped financial sector, 

these imperfections could also arise due to the poor policies of financial regulation to ensure wide access 

and diversification, causing an unequal distribution of credit and capital.   

2.2. Empirical Literature 

Unlike the mixed views reflected in extant theoretical literature, the empirical literature on the 

finance-inequality nexus tended to look at financial development in a more positive light. Cross-country 

analyses, for example, showed that inequality generally declined when the financial sector deepened. In 

one such study, by Clarke, Xu, and Zou [2006], used econometric modeling of panel data with sample 

from 83 countries between 1960 and 1995. Gini coefficients were used in order to measure inequality 

from observations obtained from national household surveys for expenditure or income.  The researchers 
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used credit to private sector as share of the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) to first measure of financial 

development. A second measure of financial development, from the ratio of claims on the nonfinancial 

domestic sector by banks to GDP, was also used to assess the robustness of results. Although there were 

some limitations, due to the measurements of income inequality, Clarke, Xu, and Zou [2006] concluded 

the following: (i) the results provided some significant support for the inequality-narrowing hypothesis 

after controlling for endogeneity, (ii) the results decisively rejected the inequality-widening hypothesis, 

and (iii) provided some weak support for the inverted U-shaped hypothesis in the short- and medium-term 

panel data and not in the long term. 

Beck, Kunt, and Levine [2004], on the other hand, used a cross-country regression analysis with a 

sample from 52 developing and developed countries to examine the effects of financial deepening to 

inequality.  To measure financial development, the authors used an aggregate index of financial 

development that equates private credit with GDP similar to that of Clarke, Xu, and Zou [2006].  To 

assess the impact on inequality, Beck, Kunt, and Levine [2004] used the following measures: (i) the 

growth of the income of the poorest quintile in each economy, (ii) the growth of the Gini coefficient, (iii) 

the growth of the percentage of the population living on less than $1 (and $2) dollars per day, and (iv) 

changes in the poverty gap indicator.  These made the measurement of inequality more robust as opposed 

to that of Clarke, Xu, and Zou [2006].  Beck, Kunt, and Levine [2004] then assessed the impact of 

financial development on inequality, through regression analysis, by examining the relationship between 

financial development and the changes in the distribution of income, and the relationship between 

financial development and poverty alleviation.  The authors concluded that an increase in financial 

development resulted to an increase in the income of the poor, a fall in income inequality more rapidly, 

and a faster rate of decrease in the poverty rate.  However, they recommended further research to identify 

which policies induce poverty-alleviating improvements in the financial sector. 

 Studies on individual countries also showed an inequality-reducing effect of financial 

development. As an example, Gine and Townsend [2004] developed, estimated and calibrated general 

equilibrium models in order to analyze the impact of financial development on growth, income inequality, 
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and household welfare using surveys of Thai households with data stretching from 1976 to 1996.  They 

discovered, by empirically testing the general equilibrium model, that financial development had its 

greatest impact not on low-income household’s access to financial services but on its indirect effect to 

labor demand. Greater access to credit led to the emergence of start-ups and expansion of businesses, 

benefitting the poor through increases in both wage levels and employment. 

While this conclusion of inequality-reducing financial deepening would be reflected in the studies 

on Brazil [Bittencourt 2009]; China [Jalil and Feridun 2011]; India [Ang 2008 and Arora 2012]; Iran 

[Baligh and Piraee 2013]; Pakistan [Shahbaz and Islam 2011]; and Vietnam [Hoi and Hoi 2013], Fowowe 

and Abidowe [2013] arrived at a less rosy conclusion in their study of financial development in 27 

African countries from 1987 to 2005. Following the methodology of Beck, et al. [2007] and Dollar and 

Kraay [2002] in quantifying the impact of financial development (here measured as M2-to-GDP and 

credit to private sector as share of GDP) to poverty and inequality using ordinary least squares regression 

and generalized method of moment estimation, they discovered that the growth of inequality and poverty 

in the aforementioned African countries were not altered significantly by financial sector deepening. 

Fowowe and Abidowe [2013] then explained that in the context of certain developing countries, such as 

those in the African region, financial intermediaries preferred to transact with government and established 

business entities instead of small, micro-, and medium enterprises and households who could not meet the 

formal financial sector’s stringent requirements. 

As such, even if findings of inequality-narrowing financial development dominated empirical 

literature, the existence of outliers and unique cases still maintained the possibility that a given country, 

such as the Philippines, would have an inequality-enhancing financial development. 
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3. Empirical strategy  

3.1.  Causality testing 

The Granger causality test was used before subjecting the financial depth and inequality to regression 

analysis in order to identify causal direction. Even if it was assumed that financial development affected 

inequality, the reviewed literature did not discount the prospect that it was income inequality that 

contributed to financial development. A feedback relationship might also be existent. While the Granger 

causality test could not establish actual causality, it could give information on precedence, i.e., which 

variable came first [Gujarati and Porter 2009: 652-658]. Following this logic, Granger tests to identify 

causal direction were employed in testing the export-led hypothesis in selected Southeast Asian countries 

[Furuoka 2007], reviewing the monetary and exchange rate policies in the Philippines [Gochoco-Bautista 

and Canlas 2003], and exploring the link between infrastructure and regional growth of the country 

[Llanto 2007]. 

The paper adopted the procedure outlined by Toda and Yamamoto [1995]. It began with 

determining the order of integration of the financial depth and inequality proxy variables. To do this, the 

Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) Test, without a trend, was employed for each variable [following 

Gujarati 2009: 757-758]. Suppose a time series Y was used to estimate the following, where ∆Y meant 

the first difference of Y: 

                     
 
           (3.1.1.) 

ADF was a test for stationarity with the null hypothesis         . Rejecting the null hypothesis 

meant the time series in question was stationary, i.e., the time series had constant mean and variance. The 

n number of lags for the above equation was determined by the Akaike information criterion, allowing for 

a maximum of nine lags. The time series was differenced repeatedly until the null hypothesis was 

rejected. The number of times a variable was differenced until it became stationary denoted its order of 

integration. 
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A vector autoregressive (VAR) model in standard form was then estimated: 

                
 
            

   
                

 
              

   
        (3.1.2) 

                    
 
              

   
              

 
          

   
        (3.1.3) 

Where FD was the proxy for financial depth while GINI was the inequality variable. Levels data 

must be used for estimating equations 3.1.2 and 3.1.3. The p number of lags was determined by the 

Akaike information criterion, allowing for a maximum of 12 lags. Alternatively, lagged values were 

added to or subtracted from the VAR model until there was “white noise,” i.e., autocorrelation was 

removed. The chosen test of autocorrelation was the Lagrange Multiplier or LM Test. On the other hand, 

the m number of lags was the higher order of integration between the two time series. Suppose FD 

belonged to the zero order and GINI to the first order, then m=1. 

The two equations were afterwards subjected to a modified version of the F-test, called the “Wald 

test” with the following null hypotheses: 

                     (3.1.4) 

                      (3.1.5) 

 Rejection of the null hypothesis meant causality in the Granger sense. Suppose one rejected the 

   for equation 3.1.4; he could then say that GINI Granger-caused FD. 

3.2.  Regression Analysis 

The analysis made use of ordinary least squares (OLS) regression. The empirical model largely 

followed the specification of Ang [2008: 8] and Beck, Kunt, and Levine [2004: 14-16], albeit modified to 

have a log-linear functional form: 

                                                                             (3.2.1) 
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where GINI was inequality; INCOME was real per capita income, to represent the level of economic 

development; INF was inflation, to control for macroeconomic environment; HUMAN represented human 

capital; TO pertained to trade openness; and FD for the proxy for financial depth. 

 To check for the robustness of the results, stepwise regression analysis was observed [as 

suggested in Li, Squire, and Zu 1998: 40]. A bivariate regression would be first estimated, with GINI as 

regressand and FD as regresssor. One-by-one, control variables would be augmented until the regression 

resembled equation 3.2.1. 

Another sensitivity check in the analysis was the use of several proxy variables for FD, namely, 

M2-to-GDP (henceforth M2); liquid liabilities to GDP (LLIAB); private credit to GDP (CREDIT); and 

commercial bank assets as share of total commercial and central bank assets (ASSETS). The ratio of M2 to 

the Gross Domestic Product, the most common proxy variable for financial deepening, captured the 

extent of monetization of the economy. That is, M2 gave a general picture of how capable the country’s 

financial system was in providing transaction services [Khan and Senhadji 2000: 5]. Unlike M2, which 

could be described as a broad and “less clean” measure of financial depth, CREDIT was more specific 

since it mirrored the extent to which firms and agents from the private sector had access to financial 

intermediation [Clarke, Xu, and Zu 2006: 582]. Alternatively, it measured the amount of credit that 

formal financial intermediaries channeled from savers to borrowers. LLIAB measured the size of financial 

intermediaries [Khan and Senhadji 2000: 5]. Lastly, ASSETS reflected the ability of formal financial 

institutions “in channeling savings to investment, monitoring firms, influencing corporate governance, 

and undertaking risk management relative to the central bank” [Jalil and Feridun 2011: 205]. 

Squared terms for the regressors were not introduced since income inequality in the Philippines 

were described as “fairly steady” and “remarkably stable” in trend over the decades, suggesting linearity 

[Estudillo 1997: 70; Balisacan and Fuwa 2003: 5]. One could question the wisdom of using ln(INF) to  

the model (inflation is already a growth rate, after all), and the researchers could refer him to studies that 
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preferred the logarithm of inflation, especially to capture its effects on growth [Ghosh and Phillips 1998: 

16-17], and to correct for the possibility of asymmetric distribution of inflation [Sarrel 1996: 4-5]. 

Variance inflation factors (VIFs), the Koenker Bassett test, and the LM test were used to 

determine serious multicollinearity, heteroscedasticity, and autocorrelation problems respectively. Data 

transformation for the variable with the highest VIF was the response to multicollinearity, while the use 

of HAC robust standard errors addressed heteroscedasticity and autocorrelation. 

4. Variable description and sources of data 

Inequality and financial development were the main variables of interest. Household income 

inequality was expressed in Gini coefficients. Data were obtained from the Estimated Household Income 

Inequality (EHII) dataset by the University of Texas, Austin. The dataset re-estimated Gini coefficients by 

considering in its computation the wage inequality index computed from the United Nations Industrial 

Development Organization data; the inequality datasets pooled by World Bank, commonly known as the 

“Deininger and Squire [1996] dataset”; and other conditioning variables. For the financial development 

proxies, M2, CREDIT, and ASSETS were from the World Financial Development Database by the World 

Bank [2013] while LLIAB were from the Financial Development and Structures Dataset, compiled by 

Beck, Kunt, and Levin [2013]. 

For the control variables: INCOME was obtained from the Penn World Table version 7.1. by 

Heston, Summers, and Aten [2012], where real per capita income was described as “PPP Converted GDP 

Per Capita (Chain Series), at 2005 constant prices.” INF, given as the annual growth rate of the GDP 

deflator, was sourced from the World Development Indicators of World Bank. HUMAN was measured by 

the “index of human capital per person” from the Penn World Table Version 8.0 by Feenstra, Inklaar, and 

Timmer [2013]. Finally, TO, as the sum of imports and exports divided by GDP, was computed using 

data from the Penn World Table version 7.1. by Heston, Summers, and Aten [2012].  
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The period covered by the analysis was from the years 1961 to 2000; all variables had annual 

observations within the time range. Linear extrapolation was employed to GINI for the missing data on 

years 1961 and 1962. 

5. Results and Discussion 

 

The augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) Test was applied to the time series involved in the study to 

determine their unit root properties. The results were presented in Table 5.1. In the levels form, the null 

hypothesis of GINI having unit roots was rejected at the 5% level of significance; thus, the inequality 

variable had zero order of integration. It can also be interpreted as the GINI being a stationary time series 

at the levels form. The same could be said of ASSET, the order of integration of which was also zero at 

the 5% level of significance. On the other hand, the other three financial development variables had unit 

roots at the levels form. Stationarity was achieved by M2, CREDIT, and LLIAB after their time series had 

been transformed to their first difference form. These three hence had first orders of integration. 

 

[Table 5.1 here] 

 

The order of integration was relevant for the Toda-Yamamoto procedure of Granger causality 

testing, as explained in Section 3. Results of the Granger test, shown in Table 5.2., observed the presence 

of a unidirectional causality from financial depth to inequality. M2, CREDIT, and LLIAB were found to 

Granger-cause inequality at the 99% confidence level. Also, ASSET was observed to Granger-cause 

inequality at the 5% level of significance.  

 

[Table 5.2 here] 

 

 After establishing the causal direction between the financial depth and inequality, the particular 

relationship between these two variables could now be empirically tested. Did financial deepening 

increase or decrease inequality in the Philippines? Table 5.3 presented the results of the OLS regressions. 

Columns (4), (5), (10), (15), (20) showed results that were corrected for multicolinearity, e.g., using the 

log of percentage change in HUMAN, ln(GHUMAN), and the log of percentage change in TO, ln(GTO), in 

the regressions. Columns (2), (3), (4), (6), (7), (8), (12), (13), and (14) showed results that were corrected 

for autocorrelation and/or heteroskedasticity. 

 

[Table 5.3 here] 
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 Interpreting the OLS estimates for the control variables: 

 In columns (8), (7), and (18), relative changes in real per capita income positively and 

significantly affected relative changes in inequality. Taken at face value, this seemed to indicate that the 

level of economic development in the Philippines had been exclusive rather than inclusive, and that the 

benefits of economic growth within the four decades largely accrued to those who occupy the top position 

in the income distribution. Results from the other columns, however, suggested that this observation was 

far from conclusive, since the sign of the coefficient estimates varied from positive to negative depending 

on the control variables introduced. 

 It was assumed that inflation negatively affected the poor more than it affected the rich since the 

latter had access to a wide range of financial instruments to counter the impact of inflation on real 

incomes [Clarke, Xu, and Zou 2006: 585]. A positive relationship between inflation and inequality was 

expected. Results from the empirical analysis showed otherwise, and that inflation entered negatively—

and in the case of column (8), statistically—in the regression. Ang [2008] argued that this made sense if 

the rise in inflation was matched with a drop in unemployment, with job creation primarily benefitting the 

poor. 

 Trade openness was discovered to increase income disparity, and this finding was statistically 

significant in columns (9), (10), (19), and (20). The results contradicted empirical literature that argued 

for inequality-reducing effects of trade intensity. Landono [2002], for example, observed that high 

exposure to international trade resulted to lower inequality in regions such as East Asia, whereas severe 

inequality and smaller intensity of foreign trade were seen in Africa and Latin America. It could be true 

that further trade openness would cause inequality when higher trade exposure would lead to 

unemployment and displacement of workers from suddenly uncompetitive industries or when the benefits 

of trade only accrued to those who could afford the traded goods. In this regard, inequality-enhancing 

trade openness somehow supported the critical views of Stiglitz [2002] on free trade and unfettered 

globalization. On the other hand, accelerating trade intensity did not significantly affect inequality, as 

shown in columns (4), (5), (14), and (15). 

 Surprisingly, faster improvements in human capital led to an increase in income disparity. This 

finding was statistically significant in columns (5) and (15). Given that the proxy variable used for human 

capital was a measure on education, income inequality could plausibly be exacerbated by human capital 

through wage inequality, i.e., the wage differentials across industries, since returns to high-skilled labor 

would dramatically increase relative to low-skilled labor. 

 Scrutinizing the impact of financial deepening to inequality: 
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Coefficient estimates for CREDIT were negative but statistically insignificant. Controlling for the 

effect of inflation and the level of economic development, financial development (as measured by ASSET) 

negatively and significantly affected income inequality. Nevertheless, once the other control variables 

were introduced, the coefficient estimates for ASSET lost its statistical significance. Insofar as savings 

were effectively transformed into investments, financial development would have an equalizing effect and 

the negative sign for the CREDIT and ASSET affirmed this. The insignificance of financial development 

(as measured by the two aforementioned proxies) in mitigating income disparity in the Philippines, 

however, diverged from dominant empirical literature. Rather, the results conformed to the analysis of 

Fowowe and Abidoye [2012] where financial development did not influence income inequality. 

It must be noted that both CREDIT and ASSET measured the efficiency of formal financial 

intermediaries to allocate financial capital. These two measurements excluded informal credit channels. It 

could be argued based from the empirical analysis that the financial deepening the two aforementioned 

variables captured was not inclusive, i.e., it failed to make its benefits reach the groups that were normally 

excluded or were constrained from making formal financial transactions. These cohered to the arguments 

of Rajan and Zingales [2003]. 

In fact, the evidence was more biased towards the inequality-widening hypothesis mentioned in 

reviewed literature when the coefficient estimates of M2 and LLIAB were considered. The positive 

relationship between financial development and inequality was consistently robust, with all the estimates 

in columns (1) to (5) and (11) to (15) significant at the 99% confidence level. In other words, financial 

deepening, as captured by the M2 and LLIAB measures, contributed to wider income disparity even while 

controlling for the level of economic development, inflation, trade openness, and human capital. 

What could explain this? Fowowe and Abidoye [2012] noted that inequality-narrowing theories 

of financial development assumed that the deepening of the financial sector translated to increased 

competition among financial intermediaries, resulting to efficiency and greater availability of financial 

products and services. This was not the case in the Philippines, where evidence showed an entrenched 

oligopoly in the bank-dominated financial sector, demonstrated by Table 5.4. Financial development did 

not deter few banks commanding influence over the Philippine financial industry during the previous five 

decades, and Batalla [2002: 67] observed that the “high concentration” had been rather stable. 

 

[Table 5.4 here] 

 

On one hand, Chigumira and Masiyandima [2003] and Rajan and Zingales [2001] assumed that 

the marginal cost of lending to the poor was higher than the marginal cost of lending to the rich. As such, 

broadening the financial sector by having larger financial intermediaries could still be beneficial to 
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society since these institutions had the capacity to shoulder the large cost associated with small financial 

transactions needed by the poor. On the other hand, one should recall M2 and LLIAB were broad 

measures of financial development that captured the size of the financial sector and its influence to the 

economy. That these two measures were associated with greater income disparity suggested that the 

explanatoins by Chigumira and Masiyandima [2003] and Rajan and Zingales [2001] seemed to be 

inapplicable to the Philippine situation. 

Actually, the context of an oligopolistic financial system could be augmented to the argument of 

Greenwood and Jovanovic [1990]. They said that in a situation where financial deepening did not result to 

a lowering of the costs of availing services (that should result to broadening financial access), the benefits 

would be restricted to those who already had access to these services. This would be true in a situation 

where the oligopolistic financial intermediary had no incentive to expend for widening the availability of 

its services, since—being a price-maker—its profits were always assured. The oligopoly situation could 

also be subsumed in Rajan’s and Zingales’s [2003] argument. The oligopolistic financial intermediary had 

the incentive to restrict the supply of its products, raising the price of financial instruments to maximize 

profit. This effectively excluded the poor from participating in formal credit channels. In fact, a historical 

overview of the Philippine financial sector seemed to support the idea that financial development 

happened even if “interest rates on bank deposits remained fixed at low rates, savings mobilization did 

not increase much, and long-term lending continued to be inadequate” [see Batalla 2002; Haggard and 

Lee 1995; and Montes and Ravalo 1995], not to mention that major players in the financial sector 

appeared to historically engage in rent-seeking behavior [Hutchcroft 1998].  

 

6. Conclusions and recommendations 

The study wished to determine the relationship between financial development and inequality in 

the Philippines from 1961 to 2000. 

Four proxy variables for financial development were used in the paper, all of them supporting the 

idea of unidirectional causality from financial depth to income inequality. Besides the use of several 

proxy variables, stepwise regression analysis was also employed to check the robustness of the results. 

Evidence suggested that financial development positively contributed to inequality in the 

Philippines. It must be stressed that each proxy variable conveyed different information or revealed a 

different aspect of financial development, and this showed in the different signs that the OLS estimates 

assumed in the regression analysis. Nevertheless, the overall findings were indicative that the Philippine 

financial sector was far from inclusive. 

Policy-wise, the researchers would want to recommend that government policies on pursuing 

genuine and inclusive financial development should not be restricted to merely expanding the status quo, 
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for this would simply translate to expanding the scope of influence of the structures and norms within the 

financial system (e.g., its oligopolistic nature) that, in the first place, caused financial deepening to lead to 

greater inequality. Policies and reforms that would bring structural change (i.e., which would alter the 

incentives system within the sector in order for the benefits of financial intermediation to be felt by all) 

should be implemented with decisiveness. 

In terms of research, it would be of interest to explore the effect of economic integration to the 

finance-inequality linkage, since the Association of Southeast Asian Nations scheduled the financial 

sector integration in 2015. It would also be interesting to determine if the finance-inequality nexus 

differed for an economy with a market-based financial sector, vis-à-vis the institution-based financial 

sector of the Philippines. 

Since the authors were trained only in basic econometrics, this posed as a limitation to the study. 

More complicated tests such as cointegration tests and autoregressive-distributed lag models would be 

recommended to be pursued in future research.  
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Table 5.1. 

The ADF Unit Root Test 

  Levels First differences 

GINI **-3.1342   

M2  0.6498 ***-6.1302 

CREDIT -2.4560 ***-3.8256 

LLIAB  2.3161 **-3.2523 

ASSET **-3.2757   

Notes: *** indicates significance at the 1% level 

** indicates significance at the 5% level 

* indicates significance at the 10% level 
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Table 5.2. 

The Granger Causality Test 

  F-statistics P-value 

M2 → GINI 41.8709  0.0000 

GINI → M2 3.4875 0.9826 

CREDIT → GINI 202.5402  0.0000 

GINI → CREDIT 8.3687 0.6799 

LLIAB → GINI 77.7266  0.0000 

GINI → LLIAB 13.6023  0.2558 

ASSET → GINI  21.12704  0.0321 

GINI → ASSET 15.9773 0.1420 
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Table 5.3. Estimates of financial development on inequality in the Philippines, 1961-2000 

  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

constant 3.6260 3.9568 3.9036 4.0581 4.0544 3.8238 3.4705 3.3508 3.6944 3.6905 3.6505 4.0625 3.9850 4.1539 4.2189 4.1704 3.9413 3.7887 4.0172 3.9401 

  ***89.8846 ***17.186 ***15.5224 ***11.0287 ***13.7094 ***54.3782 ***13.7208 ***13.8405 ***14.9908 ***14.3811 ***86.8108 ***14.5519 ***13.3834 ***9.874 ***12.9191 ***14.3683 ***11.0667 ***12.6274 ***14.4873 ***13.2389 

ln(M2) 0.0572 0.0704 0.0677 0.0675 0.0953 
     

                    

  ***4.8375 ***3.9166 ***3.553 ***3.5549 ***5.1984                               

ln(CREDIT)     
  -0.0011 -0.0187 -0.0174 -0.0282 -0.0275                     

            -0.0011 -0.7720 -0.7216 -1.6638 -1.4221                     

ln(LLIAB)           
0.0500 0.0693 0.0657 0.0655 0.0959           

                      ***4.0559 ***3.6512 ***3.3123 ***3.3007 ***4.4663           

ln(ASSET) 
          

     
          -0.0794 

-0. 
 

-0.1097 -0.0677 -0.0652 

                                -1.1939 **-2.4929 *-1.7217 -1.1600 -1.1076 

ln(INCOME) -0.0492 -0.0398 -0.0328 -0.0090   0.0539 0.0730 -0.0046 -0.0048   -0.0625 -0.0491 -0.0416 -0.0276   0.0583 0.0706 -0.0152 -0.0117 

    -1.3238 -0.9627 -0.8041 -0.2661   1.4962 **2.076 -0.1156 -0.1188   -1.4101 -1.0233 -0.8844 -0.7398   *1.8658 **0.0332189 -0.3793 -0.2893 

ln(INF)     -0.0042 -0.0057 -0.0051     -0.0138 -0.0038 -0.0038     -0.0057 -0.0073 -0.0069     -0.0109 -0.0038 -0.0029 

      -0.6449 -0.8033 -0.7417     **-2.2783 -0.5110 -0.4907     -0.8632 -0.9964 -0.9370     -1.3284 -0.4883 -0.3697 

ln(TO)         
0.0665 0.0673 

        
0.0570 0.0666 

                  ***3.8356 ***3.1128                 ***3.1884 ***3.0081 

ln(GTO)    
-0.0440 -0.1029 

        
-0.0479 -0.1072 

     

        -0.6576 -1.5526                 -0.6729 -1.5080           

ln(GHUMAN)       0.0444         0.0015         0.0437         0.0146 

          **2.3215         0.0687         **2.0724         0.7452 

R-sq 0.3811 0.4284 0.4342 0.4415 0.5179 0.0001 0.0472 0.1155 0.3773 0.3774 0.3021 0.3665 0.3771 0.3858 0.4547 0.0466 0.1240 0.1649 0.3529 0.3633 

Adj. R-sq 0.3648 0.3975 0.3870 0.3777 0.4470 -0.0262 -0.0043 0.0418 0.3061 0.2858 0.2838 0.3323 0.3252 0.3156 0.3745 0.0215 0.0767 0.0954 0.2789 0.2697 

Notes: *** indicates significance at the 1% level;  
** indicates significance at the 5% level 
* indicates significance at the 10% level 
OLS estimates are in boldface 
T-ratios are in italics 
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Table 5.4. 

Concentration Ratios 

Year End 

Five Largest 

Commercial Banks 

to All Commercial 

Banks 

Five Largest 

Domestic 

Commercial Banks 

to All Commercial 

Banks 

Five Largest Private 

Domestic 

Commercial Banks 

to All Commercial 

Banks 

Five Largest 

Domestic 

Commercial Banks 

to All Domestic 

Commercial Banks 

Five Largest Private 

Domestic 

Commercial Banks 

to All Private 

Domestic 

Commercial Banks 

1960 

 

57.4 25.3 67.4 51.3 

1965 

 

51.7 19.7 55.7 34.9 

1970 49.0 47.4 18.6 52.1 32.6 

1975 51.6 48.6 17.2 54.2 37.6 

1980 50.1 45.2 22.1 51.9 45.6 

1985 53.1 48.7 26.4 57.6 52.0 

1990 48.2 46.6 38.0 53.8 52.2 

1995 47.3 47.3 47.3 52.2 

 2000 

     2005 58.7 

    2010 65.0 

    Table adopted from The Philippine Banking Sector, IBON Foundation (2003) 

Source: World Bank Global Financial Development Database ; Data extrapolated from Sycip, Gorres & Velayo, A Study of 

Commercial Banks in the Philippines, various issues; Philippine National Bank, The Philippine Commercial Banking System, 

1990. 

  

 


